Post WW2 Manchester Pioneers:
Marian Bindotti and the Manchester Ladies FC
Part 2

1950 Manchester Ladies FC

Marian Bindotti Collection

Standing: Ruth Massey, Marian Bindotti, Edith Nettle, Betty Howard, Jean Parnell, Bertha Turner
Kneeling: Rose Wilson, Hilda Nettle, tbc, Dolly Gee, Muriel ‘Mo’ Morris
Red Jerseys, White Sleeves, Black Shorts
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

The Manchester Pioneers of Women’s Football
In Part 1 I introduced the Manchester Ladies FC who pioneered women’s football in Manchester
immediately after World War Two. Here is a team photo from 1950 which was taken at Belle Vue
(Manchester’s ‘Coney Island’). They had changed their chevron badge with a big ‘M’ on it to the square
above with the red rose of Lancashire. They were still playing in their familiar red and white tops with black
shorts. They had settled into a pattern of mostly playing the Dick Kerr Ladies either side of the French Tour.
In Part 1 I also pointed out the importance of the geographical and social scene in Manchester with the role
of the Stretford Pageant for the Dick Kerr Ladies and the pioneering use of Belle Vue by the Manchester
Ladies. A new Manchester based team called the Corinthian ‘Babies’ (see Part 1) had arrived on the scene
in 1949 and although they did play the other established teams they eventually developed their own
strategy.

1950 Manchester Ladies FC 1 v 1 DKL
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Stella Briggs (DKL), Johnny Carey, Marian Bindotti (Manchester Ladies FC)
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

1950 Starts Well
1950 started very well for the Manchester Ladies. At Belle Vue they managed to hold the Dick Kerr Ladies
to a 1 v 1 draw. In the photo above Marian can be seen shaking hands with Stella Briggs in front of
Manchester United and Ireland legend Johnny Carey. It is very interesting to note the support given by the
very top footballers of the day in complete contrast to the attitude of the FA.

1950 Match Programme
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Manchester Ladies FC 1 v 1 Dick Kerr Ladies
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Raising Money for Charity
It is important to note that the vast majority of women’s football matches were organised to raise money for
charity. Over the last one hundred years this must amount to an unbelievably vast amount of money. The
Manchester Ladies can be very proud of their part in this process. Here we see them raising money for the
Manchester Mobile Physiotherapy Service. It is also interesting to note that Eric Westwood, the Manchester
City captain, was advertised as the referee for this game. Eric was the Manchester City captain when the
1949 signing of Bert Trautmann took place, and he was famously quoted as saying: “There is no war in this
dressing room”.

1950 Belle Vue Team Talk
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Speedway Aces - Linesmen Dent Oliver + Peewee Cullum with Johnny Carey
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

A Very Important Team
The photos above prove just what an important team the Manchester Ladies were and just how important
the Manchester scene was in the late 1940s/ early 1950s. Huge crowds (look at the handshake photo)
raised large amounts for charity. Speedway legends such as Dent Oliver and Peewee Cullum gave
generously of their time. The captains of Manchester United and Manchester City (the two prominent men’s
teams in the region) were happy to lend their star quality to these games by kicking off and refereeing. This
is an interesting point and I would have to hypothesise that the status of these players made them too
influential to be censured by the FA?

1950s Isle Of Man
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Dick Kerr Ladies and French Team Taking a Tram Ride in 1951
(Source: Isle of Man Times Sat 21 July)

An Exotic Holiday Destination
It is probably hard to realise now but back in the 1950s the Isle Of Man was a very exotic holiday
destination for most northerners. The Island itself had a rich history of supporting women’s football and
when the French were narrowly defeated by 4 v 3 at Castletown there was a large, enthusiastic crowd of
6,000 at the game. The ladies would definitely be invited back…
In 1951 the Dick Kerr Ladies played 16 high profile games outside of the week long French tour and 8 of
those were against the Manchester Ladies. The games were mostly quite close with one draw but there
was one 16 v 1 thrashing. A similar pattern occurred in 1952

1953 Women Footballers On An Aeroplane
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Manchester Ladies FC 1 v 2 Dick Kerr Ladies
(Source: Isle of Man Examiner Friday 24 July)

A Gift of Manx Kippers and a Stick of Rock
I think that it would be safe to say that Steph Houghton has never been given a box of Manx Kippers and a
stick of rock for playing football. This was quite an occasion for all involved and this was to be a precursor
to 14 further trips over the next seven years. The Isle of Man Examiner reported that over 4,000 spectators
saw a fast and exciting game. Several of the French footballers who had finished their tour against the Dick
Kerr Ladies the week before stayed on and joined the party of 31 making the trip. Two of the French team
acted as lineswomen for the game. This was an inaugural day trip from Squires Gate in Blackpool by air to
Ronaldsway airport on the Isle of Man. The visitors were provided with lunch at the Airport Cafe and
welcomed by the Speaker of the House of Keys. They had a busy day because before the football match
they judged a beauty contest at the Villa Marina in Douglas and had a tour of the South of the Island. After
the evening game at Castletown they were whisked to the airport for their 10.30pm flight for the short hop
to Blackpool - clutching kippers and rock...

1954 Manchester Ladies FC Beat the Dick Kerr Ladies
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Manchester Ladies FC 2 v 1 Dick Kerr Ladies
Saturday 5th June Norris Green, Liverpool
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

“Your Boys Took A Hell of a Beating”
‘Lord Nelson, Lord Beaverbrook’ - I am of course thinking of the famous Bjørge Lillelien commentary when
Norway defeated England at football. I think that this is what the Manchester Ladies must have felt like in
1954 when they finally managed to beat the Dick Kerr Ladies after playing them since 1947. There are not
many people who own a certificate for beating the Dick Kerr Ladies at football and It must have been a
sweet moment...
The Manchester Ladies were to prove this wasn’t a fluke by defeating the Dick Kerr Ladies by 3 v 2 in a
game in Staffordshire one month later. Manchester did not play in the Isle of Man this year but the Dick
Kerr Ladies included a game at Castletown in their French tour.

1955 Manchester’s Finest Season?
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Match Programme for Manchester v Dick Kerr Ladies
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Continuing to Raise Money for Good Causes
As the interior for the programme above shows the women were still raising huge amounts of money for
good causes. This game was played at Middlesbrough and the Manchester Ladies defeated the Dick Kerr
Ladies by 6 v 1. They lost by a similar margin later in the season but with another win of 3 v 2 and some
very close losses would probably lead to the view that this was their finest season.
The Manchester Ladies lost 3 v 2 to the Dick Kerr Ladies in a game on Thursday 21 July in Castletown.
Both Isle of Man newspapers described an incredibly tight and exciting game which deserved to be a draw.
The crowd was reported at between 4 and 5 thousand. Another successful visit to the Isle Of Man...

1956 - 1958
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Isle of Man Feature Destination in 1950s
The last time the Dick Kerr Ladies travelled abroad was in 1935 when my granny Lizzy Ashcroft was
Captain. It wasn’t a good experience because a young and inexperienced side lost 6 v 2 in Paris and a
couple of days later a much closer 2 v 1 in Rouen. After this Alfred Frankland seemed to settle for the less
risky idea of having foreign teams over to tour. The 1951 game against the French at Castletown was
obviously a great success and so the idea was repeated with the Manchester Ladies joining them for 8 trips
to the Isle of Man. The use of the flight from Manchester to Ronaldsway Airport from 1953 meant that they
could accomplish the trips in a day and visit more than once during the summer.
1956 to 1958 continued with a similar pattern of games for the Manchester Ladies. The glamorous trips to
the Isle of Man were even more important for the Dick Kerr Ladies because in 1955 after the visit by the
Dutch team there were no more tours by foreign teams. An increasingly frail Alfred Frankland passed away
in 1957 after an immense contribution to women’s football history.

1959 Extra-Time..
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Manchester Ladies v Dick Kerr Ladies - Castletown, Isle of Man
(Source: Holiday News Saturday 1 August)

Final Three Games
The Manchester Ladies were to play three last games against their old friends the Dick Kerr Ladies. In
1959 this included two final trips to the Isle of Man. On Thursday 6 August in their penultimate game they
drew 1 v 1 at Castletown in a fitting finale.
They enjoyed 13 years of top class women’s football with 82 games against the world famous Dick Kerr
Ladies. In their football careers they had beaten the best in the country including the DKL and the
Corinthians. They raised huge amounts of money for charity and they met many of the celebrities of the
day. This was all playing the game they loved despite all the challenges involved. Those women deserve
their place in history.
In November of 1959 Marian Bindotti married James ‘Jim’ Turner - another adventure was about to begin...

New Adventures
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Marian + Jim Turner - Diamond Wedding Anniversary
(Source: Marian Bindotti Collection)

Marian Bindotti Legacy
I don’t think that the story of Marian, her wider family and the magnificent Manchester Ladies is about how
many games they won and lost. They were the pioneers of Manchester football and they played against all
the key important teams of the 1950s before hanging up their boots in 1959.
The story of women’s football in the 1940s and 1950s in England has been under researched. It is not
possible to do justice to this rich and important topic in a short article like this. I have tried to give some
context to the success and development of the Manchester Ladies. I have not been able to add as much
detail as I would like about the other fantastic teams of the times who had to find their way to succeed in
the face of tremendous, narrow-minded opposition. I have gone to every effort to make this article as
accurate as possible and my research is ongoing. Any mistakes are my own and I will be happy to correct.
That is the spirit in which this article is presented.

Thank Yous

Whittingham CMH Sports Club - Roy Bolton (RIP April 2020)
Gail Newsham at my Father’s 80th Birthday
(Source: Author’s Collection)

Gail Newsham
My thanks to Gail for kindly allowing me to use the data from her book “In A League of Their Own”. As well
as rescuing the story of the Dick Kerr Ladies she has rescued the story of the pioneering of football in
Manchester after WW2. By my calculations the Manchester Ladies FC played against the Dick Kerr Ladies
an astonishing 82 times.
Jim Turner
When I managed to get in touch with someone on Ancestry and I received the message: “Jim has said he
will speak to you and here is his number” I rang not quite knowing to whom I was speaking. After a while I
then realised that I was speaking to the husband of Marian Bindotti. Jim has given generously of his time
and of his incredible archive of photos and memorabilia. He expressly forbade me from being too
hyperbolic about Marian as she was and is ‘a very modest lady’. The photo above of my father who at the
time was deeply suffering with Alzheimer’s reminds of the journey that Marian is now on in her advanced
years whilst being supported by the devoted Jim. My thoughts, prayers and thanks go with them.

Steve Bolton - February 2021
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